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Abstract
Consumers and p roducers frequently rely on p roduct ratings, such as
college rankings, restaurant reviews, and bond ratings. While much has been

written about the structure of ratings in p articular industries, little has been
written on the general structure of different ratings industries and whether
government intervention is typ ically needed. This p ap er begins that inquiry
by examining the market structure of different ratings industries, and
considering the circumstances under which firms that p rovide ratings should
be regulated. We find that most ratings firms op erate in highly concentrated
markets. We also find that most ratings firms determine their own testing
standards and methods, although some industries have self-governing
oversight bodies that offer their own accreditation standards. Desp ite the
finding that many ratings industries are concentrated, our analysis suggests
that market forces generally ap p ear to be an effective mechanism for
p roviding consumers and p roducers with useful ratings.
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